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The Report on the Fourth Session of the Expert Committee on the 

Unification of pharmacopoeias^ was considered by the ad hoc Committee of 

the Executive Board, which referred it to the Second World Health 

Assembly? 

The Second Tforld Health Assembly noted this report and referred it 
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to the Executive Board for consideration and action. 

Two recommendations requiring action by the Executive board are con-

tained in this report, namely： (a) Negotiations for the establishment of 

'a single international secretariat for Pharmacopoeias, and (b) Establish-

ment of a system of common nomenclature for new pharmaceutical products 

•、‘ ’ moving in international commerce. 

The Executive Board may therefore wish to adopt the following 

resolutions： 

(1) The Executive Board 

NOTES the Report on the Fourth Session of the Expert Committee on 

the Unification of Pharmacopoeias^ and 

.AUTHORIZES its publication； 

(2) international Secretariat for Unification of Pharmacopoeias. 

TfflEREAS the World Health Organization, as a specialized agency of the 

United Nations^ constitutes the directing and co-ordinating authority 

on international health work and the principal international 

authority for the promotion of international standards withrespect 

to biological^ pharmaceutical and similar products； and 

WHEREAS the World Health Assembly^ acting in pursuance of Article 

21(d) of the Constitution^ has authority to adopt regulations con-

cerning standards with respect to the safety and potency of biological 

pharmaceutical and similár products moving in international commerce* 
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1/ÏHEREÀS there exist two international secretariats,, оде in Brussels -

..B$tat)lished wider the 1929 hiT.eQment respecting the .unification of 

•
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 'pharmacopoeial fonnulae for potent drugs 一 the other In Geneva Л : » ；. 

WHEREAS the Secretariat in Geneva forms a part of the Secretariat of 

the 'World Health Organization and performs those functions concerning 

the preparation of an international pharmacopoeia as have been 

entrusted to the tío rid HQâth Organization; and 

WHEREAS the task of the preparation of an international pharmacopoeia 

entrusted to the 7/orld Health Organisation would be greatly 

facilitated by the existence of a singla unified secretariat^ 

The Executive Board 

RESOLVES -

That the World Health Organization continue negotiations with the 

Belgi эл Government wi th a view to reaching an agrooment for the 

establishment of a single permanent international, secretariat under 

the aegis of the Worla Health Organization at the nsadqaarters of 

the said organization in Geneva. 

(3) Common Nomenclature for Hew pharmaceutical froducts 

WHERE人S it is highly desirable that a system of common nomenclature 

be internationally established for such nei/v pharmaceutical products
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including habit-forming drugs^ as might Ьь contemplated for later 

insertion in the 工nternational pharmacopoeia* 

The Executive Board 

RESOLVES 

That the World Health Organization take such steps as might be deemed 

suitable in order to establish： a system' of common nomenclature for 

new pharmaceutical products moving in international commerce. 


